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Our company was founded in 1993 with a mission to specialise in 
research, manufacturing and distribution of pro audio products. We also 
offer design services and technical consultation, and have dedicated 
more than two decades to building a world-class professional audio 
brand in China.

Leading up to the 2008 Olympic Games in Beijing, LAX was appointed 
as the exclusive supplier of sound reinforcement systems for the 
National Stadium (The Birds Nest) and four other Olympic venues, 
where we installed 236 line array speakers.

In recent years, LAX has become the official partner of the Olympic 
Council of Asia, the exclusive supplier of sound reinforcement systems 
for the 2010 Guangzhou Asian Games, the 2011 Universiade, and for 
the Asian Beach Games.

LAX loudspeakers and Line Array systems can be found all over China, 
from the National Stadium in Beijing, to the General Office of the State 
Council, the National Centre for the Performing Arts, the National 
Palace Museum, the Summer Palace, the Yonghegong Lama Temple, 
and hundreds of projects, both in China and many other countries all 
over the world.

In Chinese we say "Rang Shi Jie Ting Dao Wo Men De Sheng Yin" 
( 让世界听到我们的声音 ), which roughly translated means, "Let The 
World Hear Our Voices". In English, we simply like to say, "The World 
Listens".

About Us
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2440 square meters of total construction area including an Asian 
biggest full anechoic chamber / Equipped with  world-class audio and 
electronic lab, product measuring and testing facility. 

Premium Product Quality 
Rely On Advantage 
Facilities:
Ruifeng Research and 
Development Center
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Our R&D facilities are centredaround Asia’s biggest anechoic chamber. Its double sound insulated shell 
structure is massive, covering an area of 360sqm. The inner shell is completely isolated from the outer 
on a bed of 528 locomotive springs. It’s no hype either,It has a secret latch door behind a bush you can 
open to check out the springs through some thick plexiglass. The actual size of the anechoic chamber is 
14.8x16.8x10.95m.

Why didn’t compromise when we built an unbelievably large anechoic chamber. Whey did we build so 
big? Basically, so we can accurately measure sound down to 50Hz. It demonstrates our passion, and 
shows that we care about professional audio. The anechoic chamber houses an ELF robotic loudspeaker 
measuret system, for mission-critical accuracy when performing balloon measurements, and creating 
EASE data, and precise measurement reports. 

The chamber is to be used for the testing and development of every new product, while external scientific 
institutes areset to be invited to participate in research projects. It can meet the needs of standard testing 
for acoustic equipment, such as: GB/T 9396、GB/ T9397、GB/T 313、GB/T 14198、GB 9401、GB/T 
13581、SJ/T 10406、GB 4902、IEC 60268-5、AES2- 1984(r2003) 、EASE and so on.

We use the very latest, industry-standard testing equipment from 
the world’s leading manufacturers. Our newly installed Sound 
Check system has just gone into operation after months of testing 
and training. We also use CLIO, and Monkey Forest software, to 
create precise measurement data. We don’t think this is a luxury; 
we believe it is a necessity.

There’s also a sound-proof power testing lab, where speakers 
get abused day-in, day-out, and an electromagnetic shielding 
room to test reliability and electromagnetic safety of amplifiers 
and DSP systems. The list goes on: Salt spray corrosion testing, 
frequency vibration testing, temperature and humidity testing, 
water testing. 

We also do drop testing, and our rigging systems are exhaustively 
tested to meet the highest European standards.Suffice to say, 
LAX products have gone through their due diligence.

R&D Centre
The Asian Biggest Full Anechoic Chamber Other Measurement and 

Testing Facilities
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We use the best components, and raw materials to make our 
products in our custom-built manufacturing facility, where we can 
scale for efficiency, and optimally control quality processes.

The team is formed by many senior R&D professionals 
and experts resides all over the world including America 
and Germany. The Chief Scientist of China Academician 
is also working under RUIFENG R&D team. Joint 
product development and in-depth research with Nanjing 
University, South China University of technology, 
Guangzhou University and the GUANGZHOU Southern 
audio institution.

We col laborate with some of the world’s leading 
technology-driven companies, because we believe that it is 
better to partner with experts in their field, rather that trying 
to re-invent the wheel to save a few dollars. To that end, 
we buy technology from top European companies in the 
areas of high-power, high efficiency amplification, digital 
signal processing, loudspeaker management systems, and 
premium transducers. With LAX, you can be assured of 
our commitment to bring you high quality products, at mid-
point prices.

Our  co l l abo ra t i on  w i th  advanced  l oudspeake r 
component companies like 18SOUND, B&C, RCF, 
BEYMA, BMS. Closely working with international 
companies(PIVITEC, ALLDSP, CONBRANET)to develop 
digital loudspeaker management system.

Closely working with international companies(TW Audio 
Germany, THX USA, Spring Mountain Technologies USA)
to develop large scale line array system and cinema 
system.

Production procedures strictly follow national and 
international standard:

ISO9001 Quality Management System;

EHS Integrated Management System (ISO 14001 Environmental 
Management System, OHSAS8001 Occupational Health and 
Safety Management System

GB/T 15496-2003、GB/T 15497-2003、GB/T 15498-2003;

Canton Measurement Assurance System;

Measurement Management System

Most of our products have been granted with the following:

China Compulsory Certification

CE Certification

Manufacturing Plant The R&D team Our Technology Partners

Quality of Work
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Exclusive Sound System Provider of Bird Nest—the Main Stadium of Olympic Games 2008; 

Exclusive Sound System Provider of Asian Games 2010;

Exclusive Sound System Provider of Universiade 2011;

Exclusive Sound System Provider of Asian Beach Games 2012;

Exclusive Sound System Provider of East Asian Games 2013; 

Exclusive Sound System Provider of Asian Youth Games 2013;

Exclusive Sound System Provider of Youth Olympic Games 2014;

Creativity production for opening ceremony of Asian Games 2010;

Leshan Laser and Sound Show;

Famous pop singer Sunnan’s world tour; 

Guangzhou International Light Festival; 

Zhuhai Chimelong Ocean Kindom Theme Park; 

Youth Olympic Games 2014 

Proud Experience in Premium Events
Today LAX is the only company in China that capable of integrating 

sound & light comprehensive services with performance creativity 

and production.

Our leading position has been recognized by many successful 

prestigious sound light pretigious integration projects, such as:

The performance creativity and production business under LAX has 

been moving forward through integrating international resources. 

Below are some of the references: 
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The main stadium for Beijing 2008 
Olympics Games
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China determined to make the 2008 Beijing Olympics Games the largest and the most successful one in the history. It 
became the most important social event of the year with high attentions from all aspects. 

LAX. did the fixed installation for five large stadiums including the Bird’s Nest Stadium. 

As Core members in production team, LAX closely involved in the design and implementation of the audio system, 
lighting system and visual system under the opening and closing ceremony.  

The Bird Nest Stadium in China is one of the most innovative structures in the world. It is awarded as the world’s top ten 
architectural miracles. It is the most favorable project design chosen from top design companies of 13 countries. It is 
where the 2008 Olympic Games’ opening and closing ceremony are held and holds up to 91000 spectators.

During the global competition for this prestigious project, LAX finally succeeded as the exclusive authorized audio 
supplier of the Bird Nest Stadium. Considering the unique features of this fantastic architecture, LAX engineering team 
and R&D team has specially designed the all-weather speaker systems which are very durable and can ensure long-term 
usage. 

LAX has smoothly finished the sound system installation for Bird Nest and completely reached the target set by the 
International Olympic Games Committee. 

Beside the Bird Nest's victory, LAX won a total of 1/6 of the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games Venue includig Olympic Sports 
Center, Laoshan Bicycle Moto Cross Venue, Olympic Green Archery Field and Hockey Venues.

The main stadium for Beijing 2008 
Olympics Games
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Shanghai World Expo 2010
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City, for a Better Life – Theme of 2010 World Expo The opening ceremony of the Shanghai World Expo was proposed 
to produced as a Shanghai business card that shows the rapid growth and modernization of this eastern pearl. The 
ceremony was beyond the scope and the scale of traditional performance, perfectly interpret the rich culture and 
economic development of the city. 

LAX participated in the building up of the British Museum, Museum Africa and Guangdong Museum. Our core member 
was the chief designer of the entire lighting and video  system. 

Shanghai World Expo 2010
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Guangzhou Asian Games 2010
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It was the second time that China host the Asian Games (the first time was in Beijing in 1990). The expectation on the 
opening ceremony was extremely high. The opening and closing ceremony was hold in the Sea Heart Sand Square, 
which was the first time in the history that the ceremony walks out of sports stadiums. The opening ceremony shows the 
modern side of China with a gorgeous performance.  

LAX was the one and only supplier for the fixed audio system installations in all venues, which also provides the creative 
ideas, design and equipment for the audio & lighting systems in the opening and closing ceremony. 

What we did to Asian Games 2010 sole supplier of the sound reinforcement system in 2010 Guangzhou Asian Games:

In all venues and hundreds of celebration activities;

Launch the countdown for the GamesOpening and closing ceremonies and theatrical performances, technical support for 
lighting and sound . 

Guangzhou Asian Games 2010
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Shenzhen 2011 Summer Universiade Game
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Experienced Beijing 2008 Olympic Games and Guangzhou 2010 Asian Games, LAX again awarded the exclusive sound 
supplier for Shenzhen 2011 Summer Universiade Games. LAX products were installed in 56 venues and provided 
professional technical team to ensure all equipment were zero failure during the games.

Shenzhen 2011 Summer Universiade Game
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Nanjing Youth Olympic Games 2014
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With a mix of vitality and passion, more than 3800 athletes from around the world joined the Nanjing Youth Olympic 
Games. The opening ceremony, on August 16, 2014, at the Nanjing Olympic Sports Centre, was officially attended by 
CPC central committee general secretary, state President and central military commission President Xi Jingping.

Director, Chan Weiya's rich experience elevated the opening ceremony with beautifully crafted elements that featured the 
local culture of Nanjing. Blended with some amazing international elements, which, together, highlighted the overarching 
theme of the Nanjing Youth Olympic Games; China's Dream.

The opening ceremony was composed of three chapters, combining artistic and technical prowess to create spectacular 
visuals. The most powerful visual elements were performed by the Henan ShaoLinTaGou martial arts school, featuring 
three-dimensional models seemingly hovering in the air.

The sound systems for the Nanjing Youth Olympic Games opening and closing ceremonies were provided by LAX, 
and chosen because of the company's rich experience gained through supporting major sporting events in China and 
overseas for the past 15 years, LAX is called upon time and time again for these mission critical events.

Beside providing cutting-edge audio, lighting visual system design and set-up operation, LAX also led the creativity team 
to produce ideas and manage the whole performance.

Nanjing Youth Olympic Games 2014
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APEC Summit 2014
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November 10, 2014 an important part of the APEC Summit - welcome dinner and theatrical performances held in the 
"Water Cube" and the surrounding areas. This is not only the gathering of leadership in Asia Pacific, but also an important 
event for China Entertainment Industry. Ruifeng Inc. have demonstrated astonishing capability of managing such 
prestigious sound, light maga-performance. 

Ruifeng’s audio brand LAX used as major sound reinforcement system in this performance. The FOH engineer said, LAX 
system delivered high sound with crystal clear to cover every single corner of venue, perfectly accomplished the highly-
demanded event.

APEC Summit 2014
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Chime Long Ocean Kingdom 
Theme Park 2014
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Chime Long Ocean Kingdom 
Theme Park 2014
Hengqin New District, a new National District located right next to Macau. It has 132 hectares with construction area of 
over 2.3 million square meters. There are approximately 120,000 visitors daily. The Chang Long Ocean Resort is located 
in Hengqin. It’s a large-scale resort empire that combines Ocean Theme Park, luxury hotels, conventions and exhibitions, 
touring and shopping, sports and leisure. The Ocean Theme Park is now the biggest theme part in Asia. This resort 
empire is building to be a world-class touring area. It has many different types of entertainment programs that using 
advanced technologies and designs, including theme hotels, international circus, theme park, outdoor performance, 
parades etc. 

LAX contracted most of the audio system, lighting, video, stage design and installation that provides shocking 
experiences for tourists.  
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Guangzhou International Lighting 
Festival 2012-2016
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Guangzhou International Lighting 
Festival 2012-2016
This is a pageant that involve excellent lighting designers and cutting-edge art piece from both domestic and worldwide. 
The audience exposed to different types of visual and cultural styles and able to interact with people from all over the 
world. The festival not only shows the fun and the romantic night views, but also sends an important message to the 
world.  It helps to promote trading, cultural interactions, crossover of high-tech and the great nature. LAX highlights the 
top level lighting & sound with it’s creativity and strength of the total solution. 
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Sunnans' Concert, China Pop Singer
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LAX recently supplied a substantial sound reinforcement system for a Beijing concert by the Chinese superstar Sun 
Nan, marking the singer's 1,500th live performance as well as the launch of his world tour. The event took place at the 
18,000-capacity National Indoor Stadium. We supplied 48 dual 12-inch curved line array elements to deliver front of 
house, plus 16 dual 8-inch curved speakers and 32 dual 18-inch subwoofers. The system was driven by 40 LAX MT1300 
amplifiers alongside eight Lake LM26 loudspeaker processors.

Sunnans' Concert, China Pop Singer
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LAX References Worldwide

Ghana Technical Team

Congo Live Concert

Cambodia Night Club

Ghana Christmas Party 2014

Australia Thereat Hall Room

Malaysia Grand Ball Room

Cambodia Hard Rock Cafe

Congo Live Show

Zimbabwe (Prophetic Healing and Deliverance Ministries Church by Prophet W. Magaya)

Ghana Praise Festival 2013 

Ghana Praise Festival 2013a

Ghana Praise Festival 2013

Zimbabwe Church Project
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Asian Beach Games, Indonesia

Austria Tour

Cricket Super League, India Youth Olympic 2010, Singapore

State Cuncil of Angola

St Marys Anglica School, Australia

Olympic Cuncil of Asia's Inauguration, Kuwait

Asian Beach Games, Oman

Bogota University,Colombia

Dubai Festival 2012, UAE Deaflympic Games 2010, Taipei

Tepek Groznyy, Russia

Stadium for Fustal World Cup, Thailand

Praise Festival 2014,Ghana

LAX References Worldwide
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Pfings Open Air

Music Circus Ruhr

HORST Festival

DJ Antonie's Rock House

Rü Fest 2014 in Essen

LAX Germany Team

Monkey Z Club Karlsruhe

Heimat Club Karlsruhe

LAX References Europe

Olgas Rock Festival

Antonie Shoot Out

Burgfolk Festival

Bilder gschwendt

Castle Rock Festiva



Email:
Website: E&OE

sales@laxproaudio.com
www.LAXpro.co


